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W E L C O M E  T O  T H E  I N T U I T I V E  P L A Y B O O K .  

Welcome

This ebook has been created to give you easy, fun, insightful, and
practical ways to regularly tune in to the Universe inside of you.
Your Soul Self - accessed through your heartspace - is where
deep wisdom and guidance live. With practice, tuning inwards
becomes second nature, living intuitively comes easily, and you'll
trust yourself above all else. Before you get started, I recommend
you use a notebook to write down the wisdom you discover as you
read and embody the practices. Keep it close, you never know

when you’ll need it. The exercises in this book can be approached
in any order. Start wherever your heart decides, and play 

with the ideas in a way that works for you.

x Kris



Being intuitive means 
living authentically true to you.
There's no easier way to do this
than by connecting to and
honouring your wild 

heart every day.



What is Intuition?

Within your being you also have your gut's instinct and

your brain's insight. These three inner guides - intuition,

insight and instinct - speak to you in energetic,

physical, biological, spiritual, and psychological ways. 

Your intuition is the eternal voice of love that wants to

encourage, guide, and adore you. It knows the path 

written on your Soul and it always nudges you onto it. 

Your instinct is the ancient knowing in your gut, a gift

from your ancestors, a reflex that comes before

knowing. This instinct wants to keep you away from the

lower, potentially negative energies that aren't aligned

with or meant for you. It will warn you from within or

around your gutspace of potential dangers, like

people, places, food or ideas that don't feel right.  

Your insight comes to you through your crown chakra.

Insights are new information that merge with what you

already know to provide a new understanding. Insights

are all around you just waiting for you to open to them.

Your intuitive spirit wants you to know how eternally

magnificent you are, how worthy and clever you are,

and how guided and celebrated you are. It wants to

make life aligned, purposeful, and blissful. 

Your Soul isn’t a separate being to the rest of you; it’s

a part of all of you. It's the light within everything you

are, everything you say, and all you do. The voice of

your Soul wants to be heard. It’s the key to unlocking

all of your biggest, boldest dreams here on earth

because it’s the timeless, all-knowing, deeply loving

essence of you. There’s so much wisdom tucked into

every part of your Soul that your mind isn’t able to

access easily unless it softens, trusts, and 

opens up to the light. So, soften. 

Surrender to your Inner Guru.

Tune in. Have faith. Give thanks.

Your intuition is your loving, wise, inner
driving force. It's a powerful knowing
that comes from your heart to guide you
towards all that is for your highest good.



"You have to leave the 
city of your comfort and go into
the wilderness of your intuition. 
What you'll discover will be
wonderful. What you'll 
discover is yourself.”

 
Alan Alda



Crystals are a beautiful source of inspiration, protection, and healing.

When  buying crystals, you can either select them based on how they

make you feel, or read about their unique properties and find the ones

that suit your needs. Pick up whatever colour grabs your attention, and

then hold it briefly to see if it’s the right fit for your energy. Once you have

a collection of crystals to choose from, use your heart to decide which

ones you need to keep close to you on any given day. Cleanse them once

a month in the light of the full moon or when the need arises with the

smoke of burning sage, and place them throughout your home, guided by

what feels right to you.

There is endless wisdom waiting to flow from your subconscious/intuitive

mind without the conscious mind moving in the way when you write. In

your notebook, write ‘What is my intuition saying or feeling now?’. Let your

response flow onto the page. Spend time opening up to what is pouring

out of your heart and Soul. When you are tuned in to your truth, the words

that spill from your pen will be uplifting, positive, and loving. It might not

always be what you want to hear, but if it's from love, trust that it’s for you. 

Be prepared to be surprised by the magic inside.

Go for an intuitive walk and let serendipity be your guide. Move as slowly

as your body wants to, and let your inner compass guide you through

nature. Take time to marvel at the flowers, birds, and other wonders

outside. Keep your ears unplugged, and let whispers and songs from the

Universe and your Soul delight and inspire you along the way.

Forty Ways to
Intuitively Play

2. Crystal Energy

1. Flow Writing

3. Walking Adventure



Take your time in between the busyness of your day. Pause before you leave

the house, go on social media, and go to bed. Pause after you exercise,

finish working on a project, or wake up. Pause as you make a cup of tea,

eat a meal, or sit in nature. Take deep belly breaths. Stay consciously aware

of what's around you. Decide in the morning how you want to feel that day,

and check in with yourself regularly to see if you’re on track with the

direction of your day. Use your notebook as you pause 

if you need to unleash your thoughts or intuitive ideas. Choose peace often.

Choose some luscious paint, coloured pencils, beeswax, clay, or your

favourite creative medium and, without thinking too much, allow your

heart to inspire a little art. It can be neat or messy, random or thoughtful,

so long as it’s authentic and feels free. Play inspiring and fun music, make

yourself a cup of tea and some snacks, and dive into the process without

expectation, judgment, or the need to make anything perfect.

4. Lingering Moments

5. Creative Colour



Allow Spirit to communicate to you through your surroundings. Stand next

to a tree, breathe in a fragrant flower, sit on a rock, and ask for guidance.

Nature has a tranquil yet powerful way of guiding you towards what you

need to know or feel. It holds space for you like no other. Nature can assist

you with self-healing, creative inspiration, and strengthening your intuition.

8. Obey Curiosity
Listen to your bliss and curiosity. Anything that fires up your passion, 

feels immensely fun, or intrigues you is your Soul’s way of showing you 

your purpose or leading you towards what’s aligned with your bliss. 

It might not seem profound at first, but it’s always worth trusting what 

you feel and going along for the ride. Feel-good vibes are your intuition’s

way of guiding you down the best path for you. Whatever is good for 

you that makes you smile... do more of that.

Pay attention to hunches, no matter how unexpected or unusual. Your

instinct's protective hunches will save you hassle and time. Last-minute

detours, cancelled plans, things going 'wrong', and technological hiccups

are all guiding you in a different and higher direction. Nothing is an

accident. You may never know why your instinct guided you a certain way,

but trust it every time. From changing your outfit to changing your mind, 

re-scheduling lunch or re-scheduling flights, your instinct wants to 

keep you safe, happy and healthy.

7. Nature's Guidance

9. Honour Hunches

6. Nourishing Food
When it comes to food, knowing what’s right for you can feel so

complicated. Listen to your whole self when shopping, cooking, and

eating. Importantly, listen to your gentle, loving heart wisdom when

deciding what, when, and how much to eat. Going gently and staying

mindful throughout the whole process – from shopping for wholefoods to

eating your meal – keeps you in tune with your true desires and needs.

Stay open to what your body craves, let go of guilt, rules, and diets, and

nourish yourself with food you love every day.



Lay down somewhere comfortable, close your eyes, and put your hands 

on your body where you feel sore or achy. Ask your body to show you 

what it needs. Lay there for as long as you need. You might receive

messages in words, visions, or colours, or feel emotions flow through you.

You might be shown a memory from your past that needs healing. You

might see people in your life who need compassion, forgiveness, or

closure. You might be shown which holistic health professional can help

you the most. Sink into the healing and trust what you see and feel.

10. Hands On

11. Drive Consciously
While driving a car, riding a bike, or walking to your destination, follow the

inner compass directing you along the safest and easiest route to your

destination. Intuitive driving brings a whole new level of consciousness to your

daily journeys. Your intuition will guide you onto a different path than your

usual route if it senses a better way, and your instinct can help keep you safe.

With your intuition  behind the wheel, you’ll always feel focused and calm.



A tense body can be relieved through a

nurturing, intuitive self-massage. Let your

wise body guide you to where you need

a physical release, and gently knead the

tightness away. This can be done in the

shower, at work, while relaxing, or any

time you have your hands free. Self-

massage need not be tiresome; it can be

as gentle as stroking your hair or face, or

it can be a stronger pressure on your

feet or legs. Spend some time

afterwards relaxing and basking in the

renewed glow. A self-healing massage is

an ideal ritual to create just before you

sleep. Keep a pot of fragrant body

butter near your bed as a reminder.

Soften your thoughts and strengthen

your Soul through a breathing

meditation. Sit somewhere quiet with

eyes closed and breathe deeply

through your nose into your belly, then

exhale out of your mouth. Sigh it out

loudly if you need to. Do this for a few

minutes, focusing gently on each

breath. Your intuition will come alive

with every meditation. This space allows

your Soul to shine and improves the

quality of your breathing. Take note of

your thoughts when you finish your

meditation; when the mind is clear,

Divine messages have a way of coming

through powerfully and easily.

12. Deep Breaths
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13. Self-Healing



14. Trusting Advice 15. Welcome Emotions
Your instinct will always know if any

guidance you’ve read or heard isn't right

for you. Trust it. If it’s right, it will feel like it

fits, your body will feel at ease. If it’s not

right, you may feel uncomfortable or

unsure. Ask questions and get as many

opinions as you need to. You know you

better than anyone. You know your body,

emotions, thoughts, needs, desires, and

what makes you whole.

When negative emotions arise, don’t

ignore them or push them away. Simply

welcome the emotion and let it move

through you. Numbing these emotions will

only push them down temporarily;

eventually they will come back. Sit with

the discomfort until you feel the tension

dissolve, and let it go. Surrender without

judgment or stories, just the desire to be

free and living in a higher vibration.

17. Good Morning16. Express Yourself
Take time to write, journal, sing, speak

and live your truth fearlessly and out loud

every day. The more vocal you are, the

more you will feel fully expressed. Your

Soul wants to sing, roar, hum and laugh

through your body! This is a powerful way

to develop your sense of Self and

connect to your inner guides.

Ask yourself each morning ‘What do I

need today to feel how I want to feel?’.

Some days will require extra meditation,

other days may ask you to be noisy and

wild and dance in the rain. Follow the

guidance and it will become easier to

consciously create each day. Life is about

honouring your own cycles and rhythms.



"That is what the 
intuition is for:, it is 
the direct messenger 

of the soul.” 
Clarissa Pinkola Estes



Nature’s most breathtaking sights have a way of lifting your spirits high.

When you take time to witness and engage with the spectacular scenes

outside and feel the high-vibing energies, you’ll align closer to your Soul

than ever before. Watch a sunrise. Dive in the ocean. Camp in the bush.

Learn to abseil. Go on a boating adventure. Sit in front of a waterfall.

Intuitively inspire your body and mind regularly to elevate your whole life.

Play music whenever your intuition nudges you to do so. Randomly play

songs that you love, or find a radio station that plays your favourites. 

When a song feels good, listen to the lyrics; they may be just the guidance

you need. Angels, Spirit Guides, and Loved Ones who have passed 

 regularly send messages through songs. Your inner knowing will know

when a song has been sent to you. Listen and soak up the lyrical love.

Read books that are drawn to you. The right book for you might fall onto

your lap in a bookstore, look enticing on a friend’s coffee table, or it may

keep popping up on your social media feed. Ask your inner guru if this is

what you need to read. If you’re feeling uninspired after a few pages, 

put the book aside. Don’t push yourself to finish it; it may be the right book, 

just the wrong time. When you find a book that’s fulfilling and inspiring,

savour it. Take note of the insights you receive in your notebook. 

Your inner, wholehearted personal trainer is available to guide you when

you exercise, it’s there to set the pace, either gentle and slow or fast and

fresh. Often we let our mind decide what kind of exercise we need based

on our perceived imperfections or lacks on any given day. We run faster,

stretch harder, go for longer, when sometimes all our body wants is to

slow it down, sit with the birds, or float on saltwater.

19. Lyrical Love

18. Energy Elevation

21. Book Magnet

20. Intuitive Movement



Regularly clear the energy of your home

and your being. Once a month open all

the curtains and windows of your home,

light a candle and set an intention.

Decide what you want from life and how

you want your home to feel over the next

month. Ask for what you’re craving, and

let that feeling wash over you. Burn sage

or Palo Santo and wave it all around

your body first, then in every room,

especially in the corners where energy

gets stuck. Think abundantly joyous

thoughts as you do this! This practice

can be made even more powerful when

done with beautiful music playing. When

your energy is clear and bright, you'll find

it so much easier to hear your intuition

and live in alignment with your Soul.

When meeting people for the first time,

always trust your gut feeling. Whether

they’re a friend, a potential client, a

lover, or a stranger, your own energy will

pick up on their energy before they’ve

even spoken a word. Your intuition will

also be able to give you rich information

about the people already in your life.

Someone might sound like they’re

genuinely kindhearted, but your energy

might be telling you otherwise. Follow

your energetic and intuitive feedback

and you’ll know when to keep your

distance and when to embrace

someone with all your heart. Keep your

love flowing and your boundaries solid.

22. Energy Talks
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23. Clear Spaces



24. Create Wholeheartedly
Whether it’s writing poetry or playing an instrument, baking cakes or

making jewellery, honouring your unique creative talents will give your Soul

a chance to express itself. Your talents aren’t new; you’ve been working

on them for lifetimes. And your Soul loves to live in creative motion.

Creative inspiration can come from the most unexpected places. Follow

the desire to create whenever you get the chance and let it be an

experience of bliss and an outpouring of love. Afterwards, let fulfillment

wash over you. You were made to create.

25. Nature's Pretties
Gather an intuitive bunch of feathers, rocks, shells and/or flowers on your

next adventure through nature. Place this precious treasury in a sacred

space in your home. Allow it to lift you up and connect you to your wild

Soul every time you see it. Give thanks daily for nature's abundance.

Replace it regularly to keep the energy of your home fresh, and avoid

artificial flowers or leaves.

26. Evening Writing
Take time to unpack your adventures in a journal at the end of each day. 

 Write down all the chance encounters, moments of divine timing, good

luck, and sweet serendipity. Look for the ways you were guided and for

the times that you followed your inner wisdom. Note how it unfolded for

you and see if there are any messages your Soul wants to give you before

you go to sleep. Celebrate your intuitive journey in this way. Take time to

honour the ways in which you listened to your true, authentic self.



Your Highest Self is your complete Soul,

the eternal part of you with the most

conscious perspective on your life.

When you ask your Highest Self to guide

the way, you invite in more wisdom,

love, guidance, and joy. If you want the

truth in any aspect of your life, ask your

Highest Self. Take notes from your Soul

daily, and honour all you hear.

When cooking a simple dish that you love,

experiment with different flavours as you go.

Let your clever, intuitive taste buds lead you

to fresh combinations. Be open and creative

when cooking and you’ll never tire of making

food from scratch. When you are guided

from within, you tend to follow a healthier

path. Your intuition wants to lead you

towards exciting, scrumptious, wholesome

food so you feel nourished all over.

27. Higher Self 29. Joyful Cooking

30. Bespoke Yoga
28. Loving Wisdom
Your intuition wants to guide you from a

place of love, never fear. The messages

and feelings you get from your Soul will

always be loving. Any thoughts you have

that are fear-based are not a part of

your intuition. Love isn’t always soft, it

can be fiery and intense, it can be wildly

unexpected, or it can demand justice

and change. Tune only into love and let

the fearful messages of the ego be

healed and transmuted into love. 

Yoga is a sacred way to stretch and

strengthen your whole being. If you

already know the basic asanas, you can

try intuitive yoga anywhere you go where

you flow between poses in a way that

simply feels good. When practicing on

your own, don’t push against your limits

or try anything new. Take it slowly and 

 mindfully, and let it renew your spirit.



Essential oils are fragrant, powerful, and natural healing wonders. They

can boost your health on so many levels when used safely and intuitively.

Once you understand the fundamental rules of aromatherapy – and as

long as you are reading labels carefully – you can let your intuition guide

you towards a particular oil or blend of oils for healing, relaxation, or

inspiration. Use abundantly and enjoy the unlimited health benefits of 

these delicious healers.

Your senses are the easiest way to stay in the present moment. Mindfully

see, feel, hear, smell, and taste your way though your day. Spend a few 

 moments in wonder at your hands and how much they are capable of. 

 Now ponder your two eyes and how they make life magical. When you

eat, be amazed at the scrumptious work your taste buds achieve. Listen to

others, to music and nature, as if it’s your first day on earth. And relish the 

 fragrances that you might otherwise take for granted, like a garden in

bloom or a favourite candle. Live out this day in deep admiration. Living

through your five physical senses will help you develop your intuitive sixth

sense deeply. Life will come alive before and within you.

Gardening takes a little know-how, but with a generous amount of

intuition, your trees, shrubs, flowers, fruit, vegetables, and herbs will flourish

abundantly. Listen within before you dig, plant, harvest, or nourish your

garden. Plants have an endless amount of wisdom, and if you tune into

their energy – and yours – you’ll create a  diverse and richly rewarding

garden for you and your loved ones to enjoy.

32. Essential Oils

31. Backyard Beauties

33. Come Alive



34. Stay Grateful
Nothing feels better than expressing gratitude out loud. Thank Great Spirit, God,

Goddess, the Universe, your Spirit Guides, or simply focus your thankfulness on

your Soul and nature. This will lift your vibrations to acknowledge how often

you’re being guided, and how this makes life infinitely abundant. Curl up with

your notebook and write down five things you’re grateful for. It doesn’t matter

what they are – what matters is that you are taking notice.

Jot down your dreams each morning, they’re an important way to receive 

 intuitive guidance, even if their messages aren’t clear straight away. Write

down what happened and, most importantly, how you felt during the

dream. Sit with this feeling for a minute and ask your intuition if there’s a

message for you. Dreams may have a simple explanation, but often there

are many layers of meaning underneath the obvious.

Let your mind relax under the shower or in the bath, where bliss and

inspiration are found in large doses. This amazing feeling is so perfect for

tapping into your insightful self. You could also try swimming on a regular

basis to spark your creative ideas and let magic unfold. Water is well

known for being soothing, healing, and washing cares away. It creates 

the perfect space to unwind physically, mentally, and emotionally,  and 

lets your wild and brilliant imagination come to life.

35. Dream Keeper

36. Water Wonders



When your entire being feels happy and light, that’s a sign that you’re

doing what’s best for you. When you feel awkward, tight, or uneasy, this is

your Soul self showing you that something isn’t right for you. When you get

to know how your energy and body are giving you clues all the time, you’ll

be able to navigate your day with ease, faith, and alignment. Energy

never lies. Trust what you feel. Choose good vibes each day.

Having fun is such an important part of a soulful and happy life. Tune inwards

daily to ask yourself what kinds of pleasurable, amusing, entertaining, or relaxing

activities you’d like to experience. Play in the garden, sing in the car, see a

movie, curl up with a book, go to a local gallery or event, cook treats from

scratch, and generally get involved in life in ways that light you up. Forget the

guilt; give yourself permission to dive in wholeheartedly!

38. Dance Freely
Play your favourite music and dance around your home. Let your body be 

 directed by your wild, sensual Soul as you dance freely and openly.

Movement is a tonic for the body, music is an elixir for the mind, and the 

 combination of both is enough to awaken the deepest parts of your Soul.

Oracle, tarot, and other soulful cards can give you specific, inspiring,

positive, and deeply helpful advice. They can shine a light on your life’s

purpose and career, your personality, habits and rituals, friends and family,

questions and challenges, and anything else that you may be pondering.

Cards are so powerful when you have complete faith in their messages

and in your intuition’s ability to know what they mean for you.

37. Prioritise Pleasure

39. Insightful Cards

40. Good Vibes



Kris Franken is a storyteller, mystic, guide,

and creatrix. She is a spiritual author,

teacher, and mentor who has devoted her

heart and life to awakening the light

within herself and others. 

With a bachelor’s degree in psychology

and sociology and 14 years’ experience 

as a professional writer, Kris loves to

empower others to live in the deepest

alignment with their Soul. She lives on

Bundjalung land in Byron Bay, Australia. 

Journey to www.krisfranken.com for more

about her books, cards, meditations,

retreats, workshops and resources.

Thank you, intuitive Soul, for carving your

own journey of empowerment and self-

awareness. My prayer is that these ideas

will bring you so much clarity and

healing, direction and wisdom, love and

bliss. Just keep trusting in the process

and call in your Spirit Guides any time

you feel confused, stuck, or in need of

assistance. Thank you for showing up for

your highest calling. The world needs

lightworkers like you more than ever.

Thank  you

About
  Kris

https://www.krisfranken.com/

